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With more free agents and outsourcing, non-core functions within organisations
are interchangeable and easily rebuilt around value-creating units.
Organisations have already started to be more
TIVQIEFPIERH¾I\MFPI-RGVIEWMRKYWISJGSRWYPXERXW
freelancers and other temporary staff has blurred
the boundary between employee and contractor in
QER]PEVKIGSQTERMIW-REHHMXMSRXLISYXWSYVGMRKSJ
WYGLJYRGXMSRWEW-8,6½RERGIERHSXLIVWSGEPPIH
³FEGOSJ½GI´ NSFW SJXIR XS HMJJIVIRX GSYRXVMIW LEW
saved money but also increased the complexity of the
SVKERMWEXMSREP JVEQI[SVO ;LMPI QER] GSQTERMIW
today still see themselves as entities with employees
in control of a wide range of value-creating and
support activities, by the end of the decade more
ERHQSVISVKERMWEXMSRW[MPPFIRIX[SVOW
‘While there will be a permanent core to the
business, it will become increasingly small and more
of a direction-setting and delivery-choreographing
IRXMX]´ &YWMRIWWIW SJ  [MPP LEZI JI[IV TISTPI
QEREKIVWMRGLEVKISJGSLSVXWSJ[SVOIVWERHQSVI
project managers ensuring that the right activities
EVI YRHIVXEOIR MR XLI QSWX IJJIGXMZI QERRIV
irrespective of whether the project team is internal
SVI\XIVREPXSXLISVKERMWEXMSR 7SQII\EQTPIWSJ
XLMW WLMJX EVI FIMRK GSPPEXIH MR XLI [SVPH´W FYWMRIWW
schools and associated organisations such as the
Management Lab in California.What they are pointing
to is a world where organisations are becoming
increasingly unbundled and recombined around
HMJJIVIRXXEWOWERHMWWYIW8LIEFMPMX]SJGSQTERMIWXS
manage a community, rather than employees with

Some organisations are now obliged
to plug and unplug the leadingedge capabilities to meet ever more
challenging local and global needs.
a clear reporting line, presents a challenge that will
FI HMJ½GYPX JSV QER] XS HIEP [MXL 7SQI FYWMRIWW
leaders are already learning how to play Corporate
0)+3 -R JEWXGLERKMRK QEVOIXW ERH XIGLRSPSK]
areas, more and more companies will have to learn
to plug and unplug capability from inside and outside
the organisation on a project-by-project basis.
The initial drivers for change in organisations are
KIRIVEPP] GSWX ERH IJ½GMIRG] 4VIWWYVI SR GSWXW
VIEGL ERH EGGIWW JSVGIH QER] ½VQW XS SYXWSYVGI
or offshore many of their commoditised functions.
Conversely, to date, most companies have generally
OITX XLIMV ZEPYI EHHMRK HMJJIVIRXMEXMRK GETEFMPMXMIW
³[MXLMRXLIXIRX´¯6 (QEVOIXMRKERHHIWMKRLEZIEPP
FIIRZMI[IHEWXLIOI]GETEFMPMXMIWERHWSLEZIFIIR
TVSXIGXIH RYVXYVIHERHOITXGPSWIXSXLIWXVEXIKMG
LIEVXSJXLI½VQ,S[IZIVEWGSQTERMIWERHFVERHW
are becoming increasingly more differentiated by
the world-class expertise they can access to create
and deliver their new products and services, some
organisations are now obliged to plug and unplug
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Open innovation has encouraged the
heart of an organisation’s future growth
to become a network.
the leading-edge capabilities to meet ever more
challenging local and global needs.
As Chris Meyer highlighted in his initial perspective
SR XLI JYXYVI SJ [SVO ³;IF  MW XIEGLMRK
SVKERMWEXMSRW EFSYX XLI TS[IV SJ GSPPIGXMZI [SVO
TVSHYGX PIEHMRKXS)RXIVTVMWI ERSVKERMWEXMSREP
form with porous boundaries, shared responsibilities,
greater transparency, and fewer mandatory rules and
TVEGXMGIW´ -RGVIEWMRKP] HIGIRXVEPMWIH GSVTSVEXMSRW
are fast becoming a combination of amalgams
of a series of independent capabilities that share
common processes, systems and cultural norms
but are structured as separate business units or
TVS½X GIRXVIW [MXL MRHITIRHIRX QEREKIQIRX ERH
GYWXSQIVW 6ETMH GLERKIW MR XIGLRSPSKMIW QEVOIXW
and strategic priorities are increasingly resulting in the
separation and reformation of corporate structures
using these independent units as organisational
FYMPHMRKFPSGOW
3RIQENSVMR¾YIRGISRERHGEXEP]WXJSVXLMWLEWFIIR
XLI [MHIWTVIEH IQFVEGMRK SJ XLI³STIR MRRSZEXMSR´
TLMPSWSTL] [LIVI MHIEW ¾S[ MRXS XLI SVKERMWEXMSR
from an ever increasing ecosystem of partners,
universities, consultants, customers and entrepreneurs.
-R½VQWWYGLEW4 +[LMGLLEWWXEOIHELYKIFIXSR
XLISTIRMRRSZEXMSRTLMPSWSTL][MXLMXW'SRRIGX
(IZIPSTETTVSEGL XLMWLEWEPVIEH]QIERXEWLMJXXS
engaging a wider, deeper supply base of innovation
XLER [EW XVEHMXMSREP [MXL NYWX MRXIVREP QEVOIXMRK

ETTVSZIHEKIRGMIWERH6 (EWXLIJSGYW-REWMQMPEV
ZIMR 2SZEVXMW LEW EPVIEH] VIPSGEXIH MXW 6 ( ,5
JVSQ 7[MX^IVPERH XS 1EWWEGLYWIXXW ERH MW RS[ [IPP
TPYQFIHMRXSXLIPSGEPFMSXIGLW]WXIQ ERHXLIPMOIW
SJ1MGVSWSJX-&1ERH-RXIPLEZIEPPWIXYTVIWIEVGLPEFW
MR&IMNMRKXSEGGIWWXLIPSGEPXEPIRX IWTIGMEPP]EVSYRH
XLI½IPHSJWTIIGLVIGSKRMXMSR8LIWIGSQTERMIWEVI
in their different ways, all demonstrating the ability to
unbundle organisational capabilities from one part
of the business and align them with a wider external
ecosystem. Open innovation has encouraged the
LIEVXSJERSVKERMWEXMSR´WJYXYVIKVS[XLXSFIGSQIE
RIX[SVO+SMRKJSV[EVHWIZIVEPPIEHMRKGSQQIRXEXSVW
see a similar shift on the horizon for strategy.
3ZIV   SJ XLI 97 TSTYPEXMSR EVI EPVIEH]
³JVII EKIRXW´ [SVOMRK IMXLIV MRHITIRHIRXP] SV EW
subcontractors. Within ten years, around half of the
;IWXIVR[SVOJSVGIMWI\TIGXIHXSFIWIPJIQTPS]IH
MRGVIEWMRKP] [SVOMRK SR E TVSNIGXF]TVSNIGX FEWMW
This fundamental change is providing a plethora of
experts and consultants available as subcontracted
VIWSYVGIWXSFITYPPIHMRERHSYXSJ½VQWEWRIIHW
HIQERH%XXLIWEQIXMQILS[[I[SVOMWGLERKMRK
The project team members of today, and certainly
tomorrow, are increasingly people who have grown
up in the connected world. As many of these ‘digital
REXMZIW´KSQSFMPIERHFIGSQI³HMKMXEPRSQEHW´XLI]
[MPPFIPSSOMRKXSGVIEXIZEPYI[LIVIZIV [LIRIZIV
YWMRK [LEXIZIV HIZMGIW XLI] PMOI -R XLI ³EP[E]W
GSRRIGXIH´[SVPHXLMWFIGSQIWEREGGITXIH[E]SJ
life for those who can contribute the most.
%W 7[IHMWL EGEHIQMGW /NIPP 2SVHWXVSQ ERH .SREW
6MHHIVWXVEPIJSVIGEWXSZIVEHIGEHIEKSMRXLIMVFSSO
Funky Business, we have a world in which there are
³TISTPI [SVXL IQTPS]MRK´ ERH³SVKERMWEXMSRW [SVXL
[SVOMRKJSV´FYXF]XLMW[MPPMRGVIEWMRKP]FISRE
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temporary project-by-project basis. As such ‘the heart
of value creation for organisations will increasingly
shift outside the traditional corporate boundaries to
embrace people more interested in portfolio careers
XLER GSQTER] TVSKVIWWMSR´ 8LMW TPEGIW KVIEXIV
challenges for companies across the board, especially
MRQEREKMRKVMWO
;MXLSYXWSYVGIHFEGOSJ½GIJYRGXMSRWSVKERMWEXMSRW
GER QEREKI VMWO XS HIPMZIV] ERH WYTTSVX XLVSYKL
GSRXVEGXYEPWIVZMGIPIZIPEKVIIQIRXW 70%W XLEXWIX
out exactly what needs to be done and to what
WXERHEVH -R XLI [SVPH [LIVI MRRSZEXMSR WXVEXIK]
and the best ideas sit outside the organisation
and are developed by a group of individuals who
are attracted by the challenge and opportunity
for addressing them, the way companies manage
GSVTSVEXI VMWO RIGIWWMXEXIW E JYRHEQIRXEP WLMJX
from the past. Where business model discussions
QIER XLEX ORS[LS[ MW JVIIP] WLEVIH SYXWMHI XLI
constraints and protection of intellectual property
regulations, trust between colleagues and project
teams becomes ever more important. As one
[SVOWLSTTEVXMGMTERXWE[MX
“The ability of corporations to serve their customers is
largely driven by access to and the use of data. Data

integration is a growing challenge. The future will see
more agile corporations, more decentralisation and new
IT infrastructures.”
At the same time, more organisations are seeing
a future in which their brand can no longer be
QEREKIH -RSRI[SVOWLST SPHERHRI[IGSRSQ]
GSQTERMIW HMWGYWWIH LS[ XLI EFMPMX] XS³FVSEHGEWX´
your brand to customers and the outside world was
EPVIEH]FIMRKVITPEGIHF]TEVXMGMTEXMSRMRRIX[SVOW
6EXLIV XLER FVERH QEREKIVW SVKERMWEXMSRW EVI
progressively having internal reputation managers
– value-protecting professionals that mix
XVEHMXMSREP46ERHMRZIWXSVVIPEXMSRW[MXLTVSEGXMZI
TEVXMGMTEXMSR MR TMZSXEP WSGMEP RIX[SVOW ;LEX MW
more, these individuals increasingly sit outside the
GSVTSVEXIIRXMX]ERH[SVOEWGSRWYPXERXW1SVISZIV
as highlighted by the foresight on differentiated
GSQQSHMXMWIH ORS[PIHKI ³[MXL XLI KVS[XL SJ XLI
creative commons and open source movements,
core components of corporate and institutional
ORS[PIHKI [MPP MRGVIEWMRKP] FI WLEVIH [MXLSYX
VIWXVMGXMSR´ -R E [SVPH [LIVI 'SVTSVEXI 0)+3 MW
the biggest game in town and companies continue
XS WIIO XS KVS[ KPSFEPP] XLVSYKL JEWX ERH QSVI
effective innovation, some pivotal business challenges
for the next decade are already quite clear.
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